Course name: CAT 1501: Fundamentals of Surveying & Mapping
Division: Science, Math, Engineering (SME)
Project: Field Reconnaissance
Community Partners: Professional Land Surveyors of Ohio (Miami Valley Chapter)
WHAT THE STUDENTS LEARNED The objective of this
Service Learning project was to expose students to
the legal aspects of the principles of land surveying.
The real-world experience focused on researching
historical data, collecting existing evidence and
following best practices for safely working in traffic
conditions. The students also presented their findings
under the honors project: Centerline R/W Control
Monumentation in the Dayton Central Business
District (CBD).

PROJECT DESCRIPTION The scope of the Initiative includes
researching City of Dayton archive records of the downtown
surveys, reducing field notes, calculating the proration of
surplus & shortages through the rights of way and examining
map products prepared from these observations. Additional
field reconnaissance will be required to determine the status
(e.g. existence, condition, stability) of each monument
depicted on the circa 1971 map. A summary of the condition
of each monument will include a recommendation for
replacement, adjustment and protection for each intersecting
centerline location within the Central Business District.
The diverse group of students that volunteered for this
project included majors in Architectural Technology, Civil
Engineering
Technology,
Construction
Management
Technology and Unmanned Aerial Systems. These students
compiled a total of 28 hours of field reconnaissance on two
(2) Saturday mornings in April and an additional 8 hours of
compiling results, which was migrated into an existing
Geographic Information System dataset.

RESULTS Students expressed a deeper appreciation for the
work that licensed professional surveyors perform under
stressful field conditions. They enjoyed being in the field,
gathering evidence for monumentation set in the mid-1960s
and understanding that the valuable work that they did will
benefit the city of Dayton and all stakeholders.
Additionally, the students that participated in the project
were able to visualize the concepts that were presented in
the classroom and course textbook through practical
application.

Profiles can be viewed online at ctl.sinclair.edu

REFLECTIONS Although the group was delayed
several times due to uncertain and unfavorable
weather conditions, the enthusiasm for performing
the field work did not waiver. Students arrived ontime, followed proper safety procedures, and were
able to complete the exercises in fewer hours than
expected by faculty. Overall, this was a tremendous
success, based upon feedback from the members of
the Miami Valley Chapter of Professional Land
Surveyors of Ohio.
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